Indigenous Rights
vs. Rip-off Profits
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International
agreements

Indonesia,

In
the Semunying Jaya
indigenous people lost their
case against land-grabbing
by a plantation on a legal
technicality—they were
not on the official list of
“indigenous peoples”.2

				 UN has formalized

input from indigenous peoples via the UN
Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues
(UNPFII), and the UN Expert Mechanism
on Indigenous Peoples (EMRIP). On paper,
progress is positive, but in practice, a 2016
IWGIA report says things are worsening
each year.4

International
courts

In 2015
indigenous groups in Panama
were compensated after their
territorial rights were violated
in a hydroelectric project in
1972!5
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The Problem: Overlap of Indigenous

Norway,

In
copper mining
impacts indigenous
Sámi reindeer
herds and
fisheries.3

Missionaries make
friends

They live with the indigenous
people and can expose what abusive or corrupt
people are trying to keep secret.
		

Peoples and Extractive Frontiers1

Education

Missions provide
education that helps people develop a voice
in governance.

Indigenous Peoples
Extractive Frontiers
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The estimated global
population of indigenous
peoples is about 220-350
million (2008), or about
50% of people in the
"None" column.
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Bible
translation
Values indigenous
languages and serves
people groups by
preserving language
as part of culture.
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Every people and language

Christ died for all, all
have a place in God’s ultimate future for the world (Revelation 7:9) and
gospel messengers can identify with all (1 Cor. 9:19-23). They cannot be
seen as “things,” “costs,” or “obstacles”.
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Care. The world
mostly does not
care. God does.

What can you do about the
rip-offs?

Pray for the day when
people of all languages
will praise the King!

Support indigenous peoples at
a deep level by supporting Bible
translation and educational
mission work.

Support activist groups
that are advocating for
indigenous legal rights
and fighting the greed and
corruption of extractors
or governments.

Consume thoughtfully. Your
wasteful consumption motivates
extractors to keep expanding into
indigenous areas.

Source URL: www.missiographics.com/indigenous-peoples

